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QUESTION 1

Which statement is FALSE regarding the core function of a digital assistant and how it could respond to user input? 

A. It is able to automatically route the conversation to another digital assistant if the request can\\'t be handled by the
current digital assistant. 

B. It is able to respond to a user request to exit the current conversation. 

C. It is able to respond to a help request and return a help message, one that can be specific to one of its skills, or to the
digital assistant itself 

D. It is able to route the conversation to the start state of a skill that\\'s managed by the digital assistant. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about digital assistants is FALSE? 

A. A digital assistant can be used to manage a set of skills, including skills that you create yourself and skills that you
have added from the Skill 

B. A digital assistant ensures that a user completes a conversation in one skill before allowing that user to trigger the
intent of a different skill 

C. A digital assistant can communicate with customers through different messaging platforms. 

D. A connection to a back-end service is through a custom component that is used by a skill, rather than one that is
used by a digital assistant. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Take a look at the output of a system.List component in the screenshot below, and note how one of the items includes a
comma (,). 
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In the code below, what value would you assign to the option property for it to display items for `\\'Yes\\'\\', No please\\'\\',
and `\\'Not sure\\'\\'? 

A. options: ["Yes","No, please resend","Not sure"] 

B. options: "Yes, No\u002C please resend. Not sure" 

C. options: Yes, No\u002C please resend, Not sure 

D. options: "\\'Yes\\', \\'No, please resend\\', \\'Not sure\\'" 

E. options: [[Yes]. please resend]. [Not sure]] 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true the purpose of the compose bag entity item Out of Order Extraction property? 

A. It should not be used for String entity items. 

B. When set to True, an entity item value can be updated when prompting for a different entity item value. 

C. Only set to True, an entity item value can be updated when prompting for a different entity item value. 

D. Only when set to true can entity values be specific in any order in the initial user input. 

E. When set to True, an entity item cannot be resolve until a dependent entity item is first resolved. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

Within your digital assistant, you notice that the user input "tell me my balance" immediately initiates the 

Banking skill. However, it does not offer the user the option to consider that the request could be handled 
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by the Retail skill, which also offers the ability to check the balance in your retail account. 

How should you ensure that both the banking and retail skills are considered in this case? 

A. Raise the Candidate Skills Confidence Threshold in the digital assistant. 

B. Lower the Confidence Threshold in the Retail skill. 

C. Lower the Candidate Skills Confidence Threshold in the digital assistant. 

D. Lower the Confidence Threshold in the Banking skill. 

Correct Answer: C 
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